
 

 

The Discovery House Donates New Storage 
Sheds to Bertrand Elementary 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
LOS ANGELES, CA, JANUARY 25TH, 2017 
 

The Discovery House is pleased to announce a $6,000 donation to upgragrading Bertrand             

Elementary School’s storage bins. Newly appointed principal, Sylvia Guzman, accepted the           

donation on behalf of the school.  

 

The new storage bins will be replacing the ten-year old ones and used to help teachers store their                  

instructional materials since their classrooms have limited space. The bins will help teachers to              

keep classrooms orderly, uncluttered, and safe for students.  

 

“We at The Discovery House feel it is most important to support our future generations with                
education and life skills” said McKay Whiting, Founder of The Discovery House 
 

“As the new Principal at Bertrand Elementary School, it was a pleasant surprise to find out about                 

the established relationship that our school has with the Discovery House. Through the             

generosity given, I knew that the Discovery House has a strong commitment to the students, staff                

and parents of Bertrand Elementary School and our surrounding community.” 

 

The Discovery House offers residential and intensive outpatient drug and alcohol treatment.            

Accredited by the Joint Commission for Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, The           

Discovery House offers a variety of treatment programs that allow each client to receive the               

individualized care they deserve. The rehab center works with other professionals and therapists             

to provide a full continuum of care.  

http://www.thediscoveryhouse.com/


 
about 

THE DISCOVERY HOUSE 

The Discovery House is a Joint Commission-accredited, high quality drug and alcohol treatment             
center located in Southern California. At The Discovery House, we treat the whole individual,              
mind, body and spirit with our addiction treatment programs. We provide our residents with a               
specialized treatment plan designed to meet their individual needs, choices and concerns. 
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